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From design to an installation-ready part

DIN EN ISO 14001:2009

Tool Manufacture

In die manufacturing we rely on a MAKINO a82. This  
machining centre distinguishes itself by outstanding 
precision, cost efficiency as well as high productivity and 
profitability.

Forging on Hammer Lines

Our hammer groups enable us to supply you with a wide 
spectrum of products weighting from 200 g to 125 kg and 
up to 1,350 mm in length.

Heath Treatment

We use our own heating treatment facility to reduce  
throughput time for orders and we conserve resources.
Depending on the application area of our forgings we also 
offer induction and laser hardening.

CAD / CAM / Simulation

In order to produce drawings and models in our CAD area 
we work with SolidWorks. This enables us to operate with all  
common 2D and 3D formats (PDF, DXF, IGS, XT, etc).

Furthermore we are simulating our forging process with 
Simufact in order to optimize the use of material and to 
reduce test runs.

Machining

Through a strong network of partners we are able to provide  
you with fully machined forgings in accordance to your
specifications.

Umformgrad
- 10.587
- 9.925
- 8.602
- 7.279
- 5.955
- 4.632
- 3.308
- 1.985
- 0.662
- 0.000

Max. 10.587
Min.  0.000

Schulte-Wiese, founded in 1957, distinguishes itself by many  
year of experience in producing drop forgings. Efficient decision- 
making processes and short information channels ensure, that  
customers specific requirements are implemented exactly and  
efficiently. 
Approximately have been trained in the latest
technology of Our well 
equipped die and heat treating facilities enable us to carry 
out the complete manufacturing process on our own premises. We 
produce drop forgings out of all common grades of steel. Our
processing and heat treatment are suitable for even the highest  
grade stainless steel and special steels. 

Schulte-Wiese has an officially certified quality management system 
and can provide documented safety–related parts. A wide spectrum 
of drop forgings is available ranging in gross weight from 200 g to 
125 kg and with a manufacturing length of up to 1,350 mm.

oven team



We forge various types of flightbars for the mining industry in 
accordance with the specifications of your choice. 

Our service portfolio includes:

• Flightbars of the classes PF, DMKF, EKF and many more
• Flightbars in (bi)-directional designs
• Fully machined, perforated or drilled
• Heat Treatment
• Optional induction heat treatment of tips
• Priming / painting / coating

Cutters and Cutter Pockets  
for Plow Systems and Shearers

Dogbones and Retainers

Dogbone Housings

Flightbars and Chainbows

The Longwall Mining Industry strives for efficiency and process  
reliability. 

The objectives are clear: Maximum output per hour  while  
taking cost considerations into account. In order to achieve  
this ambitious goal WSW supports its world leading customers 
since the mid 50s  with high quality forged parts for this sector.

Flightbars

We provide you with the associated chainbows or straps for
the above mentioned flightbars

Our service includes:

• Chainbows or -straps
• Heat treatment
• Fully machined
• Optional priming / painting / coating
• Screws and lock nuts

Chainbows

PF

DMKF

EKF

Strap type drilled

Bow type, unmachined

Bow type, threaded

Depending on the geological conditions in the mine the 
use of induction hardened tips of flightbars can be seen as  
advantageous. The induction hardening allows for a  
hardness ranging from 45 up to 55 HRC (respectively up to 
2,000 N/mm²).

Without induction hardening

With induction hardening

Please contact our sales-team for other
applications or further inquiries!

Striving for Efficeny in Longwall Mining
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From design to an installation-ready part

DIN EN ISO 14001:2009

DIN EN ISO 9001:2008

Tool Manufacture

In die manufacturing we rely on a MAKINO a82. This  
machining centre distinguishes itself  by outstanding  
precision, cost efficiency as well as high productivity and 
profitability.

Forging on Hammer Lines

Our hammer groups enable us to supply you with a wide 
spectrum of products weighting from 200 g to 125 kg and 
up to 1,350 mm in length.

Heath Treatment

We use our own heating treatment facility to reduce  
throughput time for orders and we conserve resources.
Depending on the application area of our forgings we also 
offer induction and laser hardening.

CAD / CAM / Simulation

In order to produce drawings and models in our CAD area 
we work with SolidWorks. This enables us to operate with all  
common 2D and 3D formats (PDF, DXF, IGS, XT, etc).

Furthermore we are simulating our forging process with  
Simufact in order to optimize the use of material and to  
reduce test runs.

Machining

Through a strong network of partners we are able to provide  
you with fully machined forgings in accordance to your  
specifications.

Umformgrad
- 10.587
- 9.925
- 8.602
- 7.279
- 5.955
- 4.632
- 3.308
- 1.985
- 0.662
- 0.000

Max. 10.587
Min.  0.000

Schulte-Wiese, founded in 1957, distinguishes itself by many  
years of experience in producing drop forgings. Efficient decision- 
making processes and short information channels ensure, that  
customers specific requirements are implemented exactly and  
efficiently. 
Approximately 75 employees have been trained in the latest
technology and are capable of working independently. Our well 
equipped die shop and heat treating facilities enable us to carry 
out the complete manufacturing process on our own premises. We 
produce drop forgings out of all common grades of steel. Our
processing and heat treatment are suitable for even the highest  
grade stainless steel and special steels. 

Schulte-Wiese has an officially certified quality management system 
and can provide documented safety–related parts. A wide spectrum 
of drop forgings is available ranging in gross weight from 200 g to 
125 kg and with a manufacturing length of up to 1,350 mm.

WSW - A well proven team
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Furthermore we are simulating our forging process with  
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reduce test runs.
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